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Opening One’s Eyes To  

Today’s Afropeans 

Abstract
Amandine Gay’s 2017 documentary Ouvrir la voix (“Speak Up”) 
enlightens its audience about issues facing women of  colour in 
France and in Belgium. Far from only lamenting the systematic 
racism and oppression that the twenty-four Afropeans in the 
film face on a daily basis, Gay lets them redefine their identities 
using their own voices and their testimonies of  lived experiences, 
as well as their body language to tell their stories. By marrying 
their life stories to their artistic creations (in performance), 
Gay exposes how these women fight hypersexualization and 
stereotypes by exercising their creative license. By shedding light 
on these Black and Brown women, Gay redefines Afropean women 
by their creativity and activism.

Keywords
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Representation. 

France as a nation continues to see “race” as an inappropriate 
category for identity—so much so that in 2013, French politicians 
voted to remove the word “race” from French legal texts, finding that 
it contradicted the republican ideals of  “égalité” and “fraternité.” 
This decision, perversely, tends to render minorities invisible and 
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perpetuate more inequalities in French society. In recent years, 
representations of  France’s visible minorities have nonetheless 
increased in the public spheres of  documentaries, graphic novels, 
and children’s books. Perhaps this results, in part, from the activism 
of  Spike Lee, Ava DuVernay, Will Smith and Viola Davis, who, 
along with other American actors of  colour, propelled the issue 
of  minority representation to mainstream awareness in 2016 when 
they denounced the lack of  visibility in the film and media industry, 
forcing French media to question their own César ceremony.1

The concept of  Afropeanness remains relatively undefined, 
allowing diverse Black Europeans to claim it as their own and to 
adapt it for their own purposes. Afropeans are beginning to reclaim 
not just the verbal, but the visual, as a means of  self-expression. As 
they do so, they repair the damage wrought by colonizing powers. 
Images of  Afropean women have long been usurped to further a 
colonial agenda, whether in cinema or theatre.2 The colonial and 
post-colonial agenda to which I refer here is the commercialization 
of  Black women’s bodies through the stereotypes of  the exotic 
and hypersexual, the fille de banlieue,3 as well as the benevolent Black 
woman. What I propose in analysing Amandine Gay’s documentary, 
Ouvrir la voix, is to examine how Gay portrays Afropeans in a 
different light, giving them space to express themselves while also 
allowing them to free themselves from persistent colonial constructs 
imposed upon their bodies in a so-called postcolonial world. The 
documentary expounds the (re)construction of  Afropean identities, 
evinces their multiplicities and illustrates the act of  reclaiming one’s 
body despite negative images pervading the collective imaginary. 
In creating her documentary Ouvrir la voix, Gay attempts to bring 
to light the political experiences of  these women of  colour in a 
world that works to obscure their presence and individuality. In fact, 
Amandine Gay wrote a questionnaire before filming with those 
intentions in mind and submitted it to potential subjects prior to 
shooting. Following the film, Gay often facilitated a discussion 
among the audience members about oppression, female subjectivity, 
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and Black women’s agency in French society today. 

In this article, I will more specifically address three points 
which all work to overcome the invisibility Afropean women 
face in French society today: the structural roadblocks at 
the heart of  the creative act, the importance of  naming and 
defining Afropeanness, and the creative and transformative 
aspect of  artistic expressions.)

The Invisibility of  Representation: Structural Roadblocks at 
the Heart of  Creation
When I met Amandine Gay, she first told me that she wanted to 
make a movie about a Black couple who own a vineyard in Bordeaux. 
After working on her screenplay and searching for a producer, 
the overwhelming response to her scenario was always the same: 
according to production companies, the story was not relatable, as it 
was very unlikely that a Black couple could own a winery in France 
today. Gay then decided to create a documentary instead, in an effort 
to “de-colonize the minds and arts.” This film, she believed, would 
trigger public debates around the lack of  representations of  people 
of  colour in higher socio-economic occupations in the media and in 
France more broadly. Creating this second project from scratch, she 
was again able neither to find a producer nor to obtain funding from 
the CNC (Centre National du Cinéma et de l’image animée), this time 
because reviewers perceived her project as a “niche documentary.”4

The invisibilisation of  women of  colour in daily life in 
France echoes their silencing in the film industry, a problem that 
Gay experienced first-hand. While Black male actors such as Omar 
Sy have gained much attention and international acclaim, Black 
women actresses fall short in this category. How can one convince 
production companies of  the marketability of  a film about the lives 
of  Black women, when the mostly male and White executives who 
dominate the industry apparently cannot relate to it and thus deem it 
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a “niche documentary”? Convinced that Gay’s documentary would 
attract only a Black audience, industry decision-makers refused to 
back a project whose commerciality they could not ensure.  They 
based this conclusion on the assumption that the only audience that 
mattered, and the only one capable of  assuring a profit, was a White 
audience. 

Beyond the circumstances that led to labelling the film a 
“niche documentary,” the term itself  merits further discussion. 
It functions as a code-word for the racism of  a so-called colour-
blind and non-racist France. Since the government does not collect 
census information on its citizens’ ethnicities, a practice intended to 
prevent discrimination, little hard data exists to inform thoughtful 
discussion. Pap Ndiaye writes, “cette absence statistique a été un 
obstacle sérieux à la reconnaissance publique des Noirs en tant que 
tels ” (Ndiaye, 2008, 65). Thus, the absence of  reliable statistics in all 
realms of  society, including on the number of  Blacks in France and 
their socio-economic status, contributes to keeping these minorities 
silenced, rather than fostering equality as intended. The code-word 
“niche documentary” obscures the fact that these Black women’s 
experiences constitute the common experience that forms the basis 
of  all citizens’ identity, regardless of  ethnicity. Black women’s issues 
are French issues and the negative forces that harm Black women 
are the result of  colonial thought and politics and therefore part of  
a French identity in need of  rethinking.

After all, public discourse still commonly portrays Blacks as 
being “issus de l’immigration” or as coming from outside of  France.5 
By doing so, France not only denies some Blacks’ citizenship and 
belonging to the French national space, it also negates historical 
power relations born of  colonial contact. It also denies the gradual 
association of  whiteness with Frenchness as Françoise Vergès 
argued, 

Et la couleur ‘blanche’ s’est insérée dans la société mais 
comme une matière invisible. Dans l’hexagone, des lois, des 
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règles, des pratiques des discours ont pénétré les consciences 
et fini par poser des équivalences entre ‘Blanc’ et ‘civilisé’, 
‘Blanc’ et ‘citoyen’, ‘Blanc’ et ‘liberté’” (Vergès, 2013, 82). 

Vergès’ argument shows how the legal and symbolic differences 
between Whites and Blacks served to control and subjugate Blacks 
during colonial times. These differences, however, cross temporal 
boundaries and pervade the contemporary French landscape as we 
know it.

Figure 1. Some of  the women featured in “Ouvrir la voix,” all of  them facing 
away from the camera. (Courtesy of  Enrico Bartolucci/ Bras de Fer)

Producing a first film without external funds and validation by the 
CNC in France is challenging, but it did not stop Gay. Thanks to the 
trend of  crowdfunding (“campagne collaborative”) becoming more 
popular in France, especially for independent films, Gay was able to 
raise the money, which together with her personal funds, allowed 
her to film.6 Gay’s successful crowdfunding campaign demonstrates 
that there is in fact interest in her topic, and that, Whites and Blacks 
alike, were interested in attending the screenings all over France, 
thus countering the “niche” label. 
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Yet Gay’s experience with the film industry shaped her 
artistry: it led her to improvise and use her setbacks as guidelines: 
“La plupart des choix esthétiques de mon premier film sont nés de 
contraintes budgétaires, mais le challenge était donné de ne pas faire 
des choix par défaut, de transformer ces contraintes en consignes” 
(Gay, 2018, 47). Constrained to a tight budget, one of  the aesthetic 
choices was to focus on lighting these women in a beautiful natural 
light. Gay’s conscious decision to focus on light responds to a 
criticism in the film industry which claims that it is harder to light 
Black skin and Black faces (Gay, 2018, 47). In choosing to prove 
otherwise, Gay’s documentary attests to the possibility of  shining a 
light on these women, despite the lack of  funds. 

Gay’s cinematographic technique in many ways mirrors the 
improvisational techniques used in jazz music as Gabrielle McNally 
theorizes regarding female-led documentaries. McNally repurposes 
the concept of  improvisation as a feature invented and practiced 
by African American jazz musicians as a way for women and 
minority-documentary makers to free themselves from restrictions, 
particularly restrictions of  a monetary nature (McNally, 2018, 78). 
McNally further writes that women, particularly those of  colour, 
should free themselves from the patriarchal rules laid down by the 
film industry in order to find voices of  female autobiographical 
documentaries. She writes,

In a way, the quality of  the image – or lack of  thereof  – 
makes the documentation of  the process appear more 
genuine. The pursuit of  perfection can affect the improviser’s 
ability to engage in the present moment. The improvisational 
relationship between the filmmaker/agent and the camera 
calls for feminist documentarists to unlearn conventional 
techniques and discard codified procedures. (McNally, 2018, 
84)

In order to deconstruct the patriarchal and racial structures associated 
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with filmmaking in general, and documentary-making in particular, 
the improvisation calls for aesthetics. That is to say that they calls 
for women documentarists to think outside of  the boundaries set by 
previous generations of  filmmakers. In Ouvrir la voix, the women’s 
close-ups take up the entire screen, adding presence to the women’s 
discourses and inviting the audience to enter their heads and listen 
to their experiences in an intimate framework. 

Calling All Afropéennes
In Gay’s two-hour long documentary, women start by discussing 
how they identify themselves and what they like to call themselves. 
They mention terms such as “Afro-descendant,” “Afro,” “Afropean,” 
or the names of  different ethnic groups (Tétéla in Congo Kinshasa, 
for instance) alongside “French.” The title of  this section of  the 
documentary, “It’s a Layer Cake” (“C’est un millefeuille”), refers to 
the multi-layered cultural identity of  these women, some of  whom 
claim all of  their identity-layers, while others claim only some, and 
still others claim only the undifferentiated term “French.” Gay 
shows how self-identification can be tricky and how multiple layers 
can complicate that process. 

The use of  the word “Afropéennes,” pronounced by the 
majority of  women in the documentary, allows for a certain 
recognition in the eyes of  white French people and a sense of  
community in the Black communities. As Pauline Vermeren argues, 
there is a certain power in naming one’s identity, especially when 
Black in France: 

il est important de développer de nouveaux vocabulaires 
pour décrire et représenter les formes de vie racialisées et 
pour mettre en évidence de nouvelles formations du sujet. 
Comme ces catégories sont historiques, de nouvelles formes 
d’incarnation linguistique et performative peuvent exprimer 
de nouvelles exigences sociales et politiques, individuelles et 
collectives (Vermeren, 2013, 68). 
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In other words, naming oneself  serves not only to build one’s identity, 
but also, as a performative utterance, to foster better representation 
and a sense of  community. For any minority population to imagine 
itself  as a community can be daunting, or even unthinkable, due to 
the precedence of  national identity and cohesion over community 
(Ndiaye, 2008, 60). 

 The term “Afropean” points to a reality of  race and lived 
experience which the women in the documentary bring to light. In 
the section called “Il n’y a qu’une race humaine,” the women discuss 
the necessity of  going beyond this humanist blanket statement, 
which serves to efface disparities. They call for an ethnic census in 
order to identify the needs of  the population: as one woman points 
out, “les choses, on ne les nomme pas, comme ça nous n’aurons pas 
à les combattre. […] Aujourd’hui, dire que les races n’existent pas en 
France, c’est donc ne pas vouloir s’attaquer aux problèmes raciaux.” 
Another woman insists on the necessity of  ethnic censuses: “le mot 
‘race’ recouvre une réalité sociale et à partir du moment qu’on parle 
d’une race comme une réalité sociale, il faut pouvoir le dire pour 
créer des concepts, pour en parler, pour pouvoir faire des études 
dessus.” These women’s testimonies encapsulate well what James 
Baldwin wrote in The Fire Next Time, “Color is not a human or a 
personal reality; it is a political reality” (Baldwin, 1985, 139). 

Associations like the CRAN (Conseil Représentatif  des 
Associations Noires; The Representative Council of  France’s Black 
Associations) do provide some ethnic data, but they are incomplete 
since they do not differentiate between the experiences of  the many 
Afro communities present in France (West African, Caribbean, 
etc.), nor do they differentiate by sex. Lived experience alone, as Pap 
Ndiaye deplores, tends to have little weight in the political realm, 
but studies led by the CRAN would provide “une visibilisation du 
groupe des Noirs, avec un effet performatif  qui devrait sans doute 
participer à la construction d’études sur ce groupe” (Ndiaye, 2008, 
65). Carrying out such studies leads to more visibility and legitimizes 
the experiences of  minority populations. While these censuses 
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would raise awareness of  the presence of  the Afro population on 
French soil, they would simultaneously conceal the realities of  Black 
women’s lived experiences. 

One issue raised in the documentary which also relates to 
terminology is the use of  the nouns “Noir” and “Black” to designate 
Black French people. Being Black in France means having a visible 
identity. Yet, however visible one may be, use of  the word “Noir” 
creates a malaise in a White society, as discussed by these women in 
the extra cuts of  the documentary available on YouTube. Using the 
English term “Black” as opposed to the French word “Noir” is an 
avoidance strategy, according to these women. Authors and activists 
Rokhaya Diallo and Patrick Lozès attribute French people’s use of  
the English term “Black” to their fear of  being called “racist” in 
naming a potentially problematic difference (Diallo, 2012, 20; Lozès, 
2007, 112-3). The connotations of  the English word “Black” are 
also relevant to showing how Blacks in France have had the Afro-
American model imposed on them, which underscores a lack of  
Black French role models. Historian Pap Ndiaye notes that there are 
“plus de livres publiés en France sur les Noirs américains que sur les 
Noirs de France” (Ndiaye, 2008, 18). Therefore, the lack of  interest 
in France’s Black citizens not only pervades the cinema industry, 
but also French universities where Black female scholars are hard 
to find. 

One should not, however, undermine the impact and 
contributions that African-American thought, and in particular 
Black feminism, have made to Afropean women’s efforts to define 
themselves in French society today. Despite pushing against the 
African-American model, women in the documentary use tools 
invented by African-Americans. For instance, the CRAN resembles 
the NAACP since, like its American model and counterpart, it fights 
against anti-Black racism in France and occasionally pursues lawsuits 
against institutions that discriminate based on race. The theories 
which underpin the documentary build upon the work of  Afro-
feminist and African-American female scholars who have theorized 
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their experiences as Black women in the United States. They all 
build upon Kimberlé Crenshaw’s notion of  “intersectionality” 
(for example, by the “millefeuille” image of  interlocking layers of  
oppression) but also on the work of  Audre Lorde, bell hooks, Alice 
Walker and her concept of  “womanism,” Angela Davis, and many 
others. Further, I would argue that the documentary not only builds 
on these African-American theories, it also works to incorporate 
knowledge from African and Caribbean women whose creativity, 
knowledge and lived experiences have informed Gay’s work. As 
Barbara Christian notes, women of  colour have always theorized: 
“I am inclined to say that our theorizing (and I intentionally use the 
verb rather than the noun) is often in narrative forms, in the stories 
we create, in riddles and proverbs, in the play with language, since 
dynamic rather than fixed ideas seem more to our liking” (Christian, 
1987, 52). This kind of  theorizing is evident in the documentary by 
Gay’s emphasis on creation and reclaiming one’s body, points I will 
discuss in the next part.

I see in the importation of  Black feminist theories an effort 
to remedy the lack of  formal Afropean feminist theorization in 
the French space at the time of  Gay’s documentary (2015). This 
borrowing provides a foundation for French women to better 
theorize Afropean-specific female experiences. As Silyane Larcher 
writes about the lack of  Afropean and feminist theories: “if  these 
references [to African American feminists] are crucial, their content 
of  political landmarks reveals as much a dearth of  theoretical 
references specific to the French context as a blatant need, a real 
necessity, of  history” (Larcher, 2018, 79). This absence, however, 
is starting to be filled with the release of  Ouvrir la voix and the 
2018 publication of  a theory of  Afro-feminism by the collective 
“MWASI” called Afrofem.7 The importance of  calling oneself  
“Afropéenne,” and of  putting words to an experience of  racism 
and discrimination are crucial aspects of  self-definition and identity. 
While most women willingly adopt the term “Afropéenne,” some 
prefer to call themselves “Françaises,” since, after all, France is the 
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country where they were born, where they went to school and where 
they have always lived. 

Reclaiming Afropean Bodies through Performance
Despite the lack of  a clearly defined Black community, one can see 
that these women face the same kinds of  stereotypes targeting their 
bodies. In the sections entitled “Ne me touche jamais les cheveux” 
and “J’adore les roux,” women in the documentary express how 
their bodies have been made available for the White sexualizing gaze 
and touch. In the first section, women discuss how their hair is often 
interpreted as an invitation to gaze which often results in unwanted 
touch. As one subject remarks: “Je suis très souvent en afro, et être 
touchée dans la rue par des inconnus, c’est mon pain quotidien.” The 
non-consensual interactions of  touch around their hair brings to 
mind comments made by film scholar Régis Dubois during a France 
Culture podcast about Omar Sy’s body in Intouchables: “Le noir a 
toujours été un corps dans l’imaginaire blanc, français occidental et 
colonialiste [...] et bien sûr tout ce que ça connote de performance 
érotique aussi.”8 The non-consensual touch is therefore another act 
of  appropriation of  Black women’s bodies, one which, historically, 
was permissible. It underscores yet again the unstated belief  that 
long after the abolition of  slavery and the end of  colonialism, Black 
women’s bodies do not belong to them alone. 

As far as hair is concerned, Gay’s subjects, for all of  their 
self-awareness, do not escape the idealization of  straight hair, which 
remains the perceived ideal of  beauty. In their narratives, they 
reconcile the idea of  straight hair, as seen on television screens, 
and what they now conceive of  as part of  their natural beauty. In 
the documentary, one woman confesses, “récupérer ses cheveux 
naturels c’est aussi accepter son image de femme noire dans son 
entier.” These comments echo those of  sociologist Juliette Sméralda, 
who examines the return of  natural hair and its celebration in the 
Francophone Caribbean and in France: “En définitive, assumer 
ses cheveux crépus équivaut à reconnaître la place que le sujet sait 
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lui revenir de droit dans l’espace social et privé, dans les pratiques 
culturelles, pour l’acceptation de la diversité” (Sméralda, 2012, 120). 
Sméralda later argues that, more than a personal acceptance of  the self  
and of  one’s beauty, natural hair is also “une forme de militantisme, 
qui coupe les porteurs des valeurs de la société dominante : de la 
sorte, ils [les Afrodescendants] se rendent ouvertement identifiables 
en tant qu’Africains ou Afrodescendants” (Sméralda, 2012, 120). 
Hair is therefore a feature of  reclaiming one’s Afro heritage and is 
clearly visible in the documentary. Without even speaking explicitly 
about it, the different hairstyles the women wear in the film—from 
braids, to afros, to “marré-tête,” which is a madras or wax scarf  
wrapping the hair—all display and reclaim the beauty and versatility 
of  Afro hair. 

Another area of  reclaiming lies in the body as a site of  
hypersexualization. Black women’s bodies are often the target 
for hypersexualized stereotypes. The film first highlights Black 
women’s bodies and their hypersexualization, animalization, and 
objectification before moving to their reclaiming. The testimonies 
all come together as a chorus against the animalization of  the Black 
female body: “quand j’étais ado, y’a un mec qui m’a dit ‘il paraît 
que les femmes noires sont des tigresses au lit’. J’avais seize ans. 
A l’époque, je n’avais pas le recul ‘pourquoi il me dit ça?’” All six 
women in this segment agree that they have been called “féline” at 
least once or associated with an animal in reference to their sexuality, 
which, in part, continues the tropes that associate Black women 
with Joséphine Baker’s performances. They discuss their struggles 
coming to terms with their own animalization and objectification 
of  their bodies. 

By trying to push against stereotypical images, these women 
testify to the importance of  creativity and performance. While the 
documentary moves from one theme to another, Gay inserts what 
she calls “des respirations” in her documentary by showing some 
of  these women dancing or rehearsing lines for a play, all in the 
spirit of  reclaiming their own bodies. Two of  these performances 
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in particular speak to the experience of  reclaiming one’s body. The 
second performance in this section is part of  a burlesque striptease 
scene in a Parisian concert bar by Rebecca, known by her stage 
name, Loulou Champagne. The voice-over of  this performance 
reveals how self-conscious Rebecca was about reaffirming an already 
pervasive exotic stereotype coming from Joséphine Baker’s years as a 
performer in Paris. As Tracy Denean Sharpley-Whiting notes about 
Black female performers such as Josephine Baker, Florence Mills 
and Ada “Bricktop” Smith in 1920s Paris, “[t]he French preferred 
their ideas of  blacks as childlike, exotic and sensual” (Sharpley-
Whiting, 2015, 51). In wanting to use her body in a realm that she 
enjoys, Rebecca is aware that she is conforming to stereotypes. 
While she is performing, is her audience truly appreciating the 
layers of  complexity between the performer and her identity, or 
are they conflating the two, thus recreating a hypersexualized image 
of  her Black body? Feminist scholar Maria Lugones explains that 
women of  colour may often be cast in another “world,” a constant 
shift from one identity to another or from one world to another, 
a phenomenon for which she coins the term “world-travelling.” 
But one may be cast in a “world” without one’s consent and thus 
unconsciously fail to control the image that one projects of  oneself  
(Lugones, 1987, 111).

Figure 2. Loulou Champagne performing a burlesque dance in a concert-bar 
of  Paris. (Courtesy of  Enrico Bartolucci/ Bras de Fer) 
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As Rebecca gets ready to perform, she speaks of  the importance 
of  research in burlesque performances. She learns that this art 
was predominantly created by Black women and Latinas and then 
appropriated by White women in the cabarets. When Loulou 
Champagne finds inspiration in these past performances, she 
reclaims a tradition created by women of  colour. She inscribes 
herself  in this lineage of  Black artists of  which she is now the heir, 
reencoding, through her own performance, her vision of  their 
Afropeanness. Her dancing provides her with a novel way to create 
and redefine her body as a site of  evolving creolized identities and 
of  knowledge production—knowledge which, historically, ethnic 
Europeans alone had the right to produce. In performing in this 
way, Loulou Champagne remedies epistemic invisibility. She re-
values the knowledge and savoir-faire of  the many Afropean women 
who came before her. By adopting their techniques and crafting her 
own, she uses her performance to transcend the assumptions made 
about her body and frees herself  from this limited discourse. 

The last performance is Rachel’s rehearsal of  the monologue 
in Jean Racine’s play Phèdre. In taking on the role of  the title 
character, Rachel asserts her right to perform this classic piece of  
theatre imbued with her experience as a racialized subject in French 
society. She is reclaiming her right to freedom and creative license, 
overthrowing assumptions about which roles she “ought” to play 
as a Black woman. Rachel’s discussion of  traditional boundaries 
and her triumph over them by playing the role of  Phèdre echoes the 
recently edited book Noire n’est pas mon métier which brings to light 
the common practice of  casting Black actresses in secondary and 
stereotypical roles.9 Rachel’s multi-fold performance serves to unveil 
the crisis in representation and elicit the multiple gazes and layers of  
experiences that theatre makes possible.  

Being cast in a different world from their own does not 
stop these women from performing, and by doing so, they make 
a profound statement: their creative license is a catalyst to them, 
one which carries political demands, frees them from controlled and 
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stereotypical imaginaries and uses their creativity to reclaim their 
bodies. Gay uses art as an emancipatory tool (Gay, 2018, 48), and 
inserts these “respirations” throughout her documentary as a means 
for these women to reclaim their bodies as well as to free their minds 
from constructs in artistic creation. Gay’s choice of  terminology 
is also significant. The “respirations” put air back into a series of  
testimonies about daily oppressions while also bringing strategies 
for liberation.  

Conclusion
Amandine Gay’s work provides space for women of  colour to 
testify about their minority experiences in France. Whether they 
want to reclaim their heritage or their right to self-determination, 
these women of  colour show identities in constant ebb and flow, 
informed by many other cultures and movements, but always 
resulting in an escape from binary constrictions. Nourished by the 
spirit of  collaborative creation as well as a multiplicity of  voices, 
Ouvrir la voix features rich historical and cultural viewpoints which 
are not exploited in the mainstream French repertoire. Indeed, these 
vignettes illustrate a wide range of  lived female experiences, to which 
the non-Black audience rarely, if  ever, has access. This facilitates the 
questioning of  the assumptions about Black and brown minorities 
in France, the heritage of  colonialism, departmentalization, and the 
ways lingering colonial imbalances affect Afropeans’ lives today.

North Carolina State University

____
1See this article from Le Monde, accessed 19 October 2018,
https://www.lemonde.fr/cinema/article/2016/02/26/les-cesars-une-
diversite-en-trompe-l-il_4872023_3476.html
2 For more on this, refer to recent publications: Maïga, Aïssa (ed.). Noire 
n’est pas mon métier (Paris: Éditionsdu Seuil, 2018); “Media and the politics 
of  re-presentation” by Sarah Fila-Bakadabio; France culture four-part 
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series “Le cinéma et le théâtre français à l’épreuve de la diversité.”
3 For an example of  this, see for instance Claire Diao’s critique “Bande 
de quoi?” of  Sciamma’s film Bande de filles or Girlhood: http://africultures.
com/bande-de-quoi-12501/
4 Since then, the documentary has been shown at the Assemblée Nationale 
in April 2018, and the film is now distributed by M2k Films internationally 
(https://mk2films.com/en/film/speak-up/). The movie is also available 
on demand on French channel, Arte’s website (https://boutique.arte.tv/
detail/Ouvrir_la_voix).
5 See for instance the personal and theorized experiences of  Patrick Lozès, 
Rokhaya Diallo being asked about where they are really from.
6 Crowdfunding is quite common for French documentaries. Another 
example of  a French crowdfunded female lead documentary is Agnès 
Varda’s film “Visages Villages” in 2018.
7 MWASI (collectif)., Afrofem (Paris: Editions Syllepse). MWASI is an Afro-
feminist collective based in Paris.
8 See the four part-series on France Culture’s podcast LSD (La série 
documentaire) entitled “Le cinéma et le  théâtre français à l’épreuve de 
la diversité” which aired in August 2017 : https://www.franceculture.fr/
emissions/lsd-la-serie-documentaire/le-cinema-et-le-theatre-francais-
lepreuve-de-la-diversite-14
9 Maïga, Aïssa (ed.). Noire n’est pas mon métier (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 2018).
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